
Delivering on 
your promises.

Transportation for your most sensitive deliveries 



WHO
IS

CANDOR
EXPEDITE.

 

Candor Expedite turns manufacturers into supply
chain heroes by equipping them with fast,
effective and sustainable solutions for time-
sensitive shipments; powered by an experienced
team and trustworthy carrier network. We stand by
our values: Determination. Collaboration. Integrity.
Thrive. Deliver.

Our Leaders



WBENC certified through the Midwest Chapter, Candor strives to
make all members have a path and a place to strive in their careers.
Our owner Nicole Glenn is determined to create an environment
open to all. Our team is open to Diversity in all meanings and forms
of the word and practice. 

Diversity
starts here. 



Candor
Expedite
Team 
of 
Service
Team functionality 

At Candor Expedite there is not a role that is more

important than another. From our company owner,

executives, to all Candor Expedite employees all

play a vital role in our client's success. Each role

takes this responsibility to help our clients keep

their commitments. 

02
Operations Agent
This team gets granular on each shipments that
comes their way. Aligning clients with solutions
that fit their every need. Booking a tailor sized
piece of equipment to the clients shipment to save
them dollars and align them with service. 

03
Client Services
Communication is key. This
group is focused on
providing constant
communication on every
shipment from go to
delivered. This allows
 our clients to sit back
and enjoy the show
of their on time
arrival. 

01
Sales & 
On-boarding
Learning how we can
align  & equip our clients
with solutions and
resource. Connecting the
dots within our
organization of a
seamless on-boarding
and continual success for
all partners.

04
Management
All things start at the top, meaning management is instilling
all Candor Expedite team members with the values and all
things success to ensure that our team is excited to provide
unapparelled service and communication on everything we
touch. 

Expedite | White Glove | Team Truckload Service | Project Management



Time Critical Trucking

Two-man, inside delivery, un-crate, debris
removal
Room of choice deliveries
Photographs of the freight
Masonite floor protection
Upper-level deliveries
Hand unloading

Full Truckload Final Mile Services

Nationwide Cargo/Sprinter Van Services
Dedicated Straight Truck Services
Solo & true team capacity
Handloading/unloading
Load bars/etrack/strapping
24/7 coverage

Logistical supplies: E-Track, Strapping, Load
Bars
Food Grade Capacity
Dry & Refrigerated Services
Nationwide coverage
True team verification
GPS tracking - hourly updates

After hours capacity to accommodate service crews during off-peak times

Ground Services



Air Services

Air Charter Service

TSA Certified
Dispatch within 30 minutes
US Domestic Service
24/7 availability

Same Day - Hand Carry Next Flight Out

Dedicated aircraft specifically matched in
distance & size
On-Demand 24/7
Dispatch time as soon as 2 hours
Door to Door Service

Professional Courier
Hand delivery of your most critical materials
US Domestic Service
Door to Door Service
Airport to Airport Service
24/7 availability
Guaranteed Chain of Custody of Materials

After hours capacity to accommodate service crews during off-peak times



First & Final Mile

First & Final Mile

Store Rollouts
High-Value Materials
Specialty Tradeshow
New Job Sites/ Construction Sites
High Touch - Speciality delivery

Expedited Linehaul Speciality Project

A dedicated white glove delivery team pre-
qualifies and manages all consignee delivery
requirements.
Scheduled and Custom Delivery Timing
Multi-person delivery
Inside delivery, uncrating, debris removal,
inspection, light assembly, and repackaging
Lifting heavy and fragile products with genie lifts
Masonite floor protection

Eliminate inefficiencies and accelerate safe,
on-time delivery
Weekends included in transit days
Tailored Solutions based on cost, transit time,
and preference of your needs
Schedule pickups with one email
All-risk insurance available on a shipment level
basis

After hours capacity to accommodate service crews during off-peak times

(and all in between)
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The points on the map are of our agent network.
Our network allows us to offer specialty pick-up
and final mile deliveries and cross docking.
White glove - inside delivery, debris removal, 2
men, crating, break down, light installations.
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Warehousing & Distribution Service Locations

Truckload Capacity Outbound Lanes
Nationwide Expedite Ground Services

Our Agent Network



SERVICE
97.9%

 on-time
threshold.COMMUNICATION

Centralizing your
communication with tailored

solutions.

TRANSPARENCY
Equipping you with

answers so you know
where your freight is,

at all times.

LET'S
SAVE
YOU
TIME.

our goal
is to take the stress out of our
customer's shipping process

and make it as quick and
streamlined as possible.

 



"Thank you! I have to say you all did a
great job at providing updates overnight,
probably one of the best I've seen in my
17 years! Thanks for that!!!"

What Our Clients Say

"I brag on you guys to our customer, we
appreciate how reliable you all are. Thanks again
for all that you do."

"I brought Candor in a little over a year ago. They
have done 100+ expedited shipments for us in
2022 and without flaw, I and the logistics team
have found their service and expectations from
Candor to be at 100% without fail."

Kanesha Moss
Kalli Griffey 

Mike Uderman



Contact. 

Contact
us. Main: | 630.480.6798

www.candorexp.com


